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Isotopes - Practice Worksheet

Backg rou nd I nformation :

Atoms of a given element which have the sdme number of protons but different numbers of
neutrons are colled isofopes. Thus, isotopes have ihe same position in the periodic table, the
some chemicol properties ond the same atomic chorge.

The simplest example of an atom with different isotopes is hydrogen. The three isotopes of
hydrogen ore shown below:
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The increosing number of neutrons in the nucleus of fhe hydrogen atom odds moss to the atom
and thus each isotope of a given element has o different moss.

Isotopes con be represented os follows:

For the isotopes of hydrogen,tH (or hydrogen-t), 'H (or hydrogen-?) and 3H (or hydrogen-3)
represent protium (usually just referred to as hydrogen), deuterium and tri i ium, respectively.
Most of the l ight elemenfs contoin different proportions of at leost fwo isotopes. Usually one
isotope is the predominantly obundant isotope. For exomple, the overoge abundonce of tzc is
98.89%, while the overage obundonce forttC is I.LL%.

Answer the following questions.

1. Whot is an isotope?

2. How can you tell isotopes aparl?



3. Here are lhree isotopes of on element: 6rzc ot3c ,'oC

a. The element is
b. The number 6 refers to the
c. The numbers 12, 13, 14 refer to the
d. In the l ' t  isotope, how many protons how many neutrons
e. In the 2nd isotope, how many protons how many neutrons
f. In the 3'o isotope, how mdny protons how many neutrons

Complete the following chart:

Isotope Nome Atomic
moss

Mass
number

#of
protons

#of
neutrons

#of
electrons

92 Uronium -238

92 Uranium -235

5 Boron - 10

5 Boron - 11

For each of the following isotopes, write the number of protons, neutrons, ond electrons.

Chromium-
s8

Chromium-
63

# of protons

#of
neutrons
#of
electrons

Corbon-12 Corbon-16

# of protons

#of
neutrons
#of
electrons


